
Account Representative Packet

This packet is for those interested in generating an income from the comfort of
home while spreading wellness and positivity.

Account Representatives contact potential sponsors sharing a donation based
opportunity to be part of the Bliss Planet digital magazine.

Potential sponsors are directed through representatives to this page:

www.blissplanet.com/sponsor

Compensation

Representatives receive 40% of monies received from their efforts with regular
sponsors and 30% with premium sponsors.

In order to properly compensate account representative and avoid multiple
reps getting credit for an account the following must be completed:

Blind Carbon Copy (BCC) Bliss Planet at info@blissplanet.com all email
communications sent to businesses and forward their responses.

This method allows all reps involved with an account to acknowledge who
should receive commission in the event that more than one representative
attempts to accept commission. Occasions with more than one representative
garnering interest from their efforts the commission increases to 50 percent
for regular sponsors with a 25-25 split awarded to both representatives and 40
percent for a Premiere Sponsor with a 20-20 split. If more than two
representatives contacted the paying sponsor commission is divided among all
whose messages displayed interest from their efforts.

Potential Candidates

Plant based Foods, Nutritional products, Solar Industry, Home Fitness
Products, Online life coaches, Online programs.

After this historical adventure in time

Virtually all health and wellness based businesses are an ideal client such as:



Wellness Centers, Travel Industry, Destinations, Health and Fitness Clubs,
Hotels, Restaurants, and Spas.

As far as foods...Only plant-based food product advertising accepted as we are
focused on the welfare of animals and the planet in addition to our species.

No ads promoting hatred, violence, hunting, pharmaceuticals, or the adult
industry.

Scripts

You are welcomed to email companies without a prior call, however, success
rates are heightened when contact is made first and correct emails are
acquired.

Script For Calling Office - You Are Welcome To Gently Modify

"Hi _______ I'm “Your Name” with a public charity called Bliss Planet.

May I ask the name of the person that handles the marketing? Checking if
they would be interested in being part of a digital magazine that gifts a
Wellness Certification Course for planetary health!

And would you have their email address?

Great....thank you!

And if you are interested in complimentary wellness course and the digital
magazine when it comes out?

Wonderful...May I have your email address?

www.blissplanet.com/gift is a url for your convenience. Thank you ______.

May your day be delightfully blessed!

Marketing Director Script - You Are Welcome To Gently Modify

Hi _____ I'm “Your Name” with a public charity called Bliss Planet

Checking if you would be interested in being part of a digital magazine that
gifts a Wellness Certification Course for planetary wellness.

If I may email you the details for your consideration and check back with you
at a later date.

Great. The email I have for you is …

or

May I have your email address?

Just in case my email is filtered ....

Details for this are at:

www.blissplanet.com/sponsorship

We are dedicated to helping people feel their best and I hope you consider
joining us to help accomplish this goal.

I appreciate your time and consideration _______

Look forward to chatting again soon…

May your day be blessed!

Message Machine - You Are Welcome To Gently Modify

Hi ____ this is is “Your Name” with a non-profit called Bliss Planet.

Checking if you would be interested in being part of a digital magazine that
gifts a Wellness Certification Course for planetary wellness.

Details for this are at:

www.blissplanet.com/sponsorship

and I can be reached at “Your Number”

We are dedicated to helping people feel their best and I hope you consider
joining us to help accomplish this goal.

Thank you for your consideration and May your day be blessed!



Follow Up Script - You Are Welcome To Gently Modify

Hi ________

This is “Your Name” with Bliss Planet.

Checking if you were able to consider teaming up with us for the next edition
of Bliss Planet.

Email Script - You Are Welcome To Gently Modify

Hi “Their Name,”

I hope this message finds you blessed!

Checking if you would be interested in being part of a digital magazine that
gifts a Wellness Certification Course for planetary wellness.

Here are the details:

www.blissplanet.com/sponsorship

We are dedicated to helping people feel their best and I hope you consider joining us
to accomplish this goal.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

May our new alliance amplify Wellness!

Your Ally in Goodness,

“Your Name”

The mission of Bliss Planet is to provide free wellness tools and to develop Eco
Villages as experiential learning centers that inspire innovative methods of planetary
prosperity.

Bliss Planet

Phoenix, Az 85022

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) recognizes Bliss Planet as a Section 501(c)(3)
public charity. Our Federal Tax ID Number is 85-2853899. Contributions to Bliss
Planet may be eligible for tax deduction in the U.S.A.

Independent Contractor Agreement

Bliss Planet does not take out taxes. At this time all account representatives
are considered independent contractors and responsible for their taxable
income. Therefore, an independent contractor agreement must be signed prior
to payments issued of over $400 a year. Click Here for yours.

“Pretend that every single person you meet has a
sign around his or her neck that says, ‘Make me
feel important.’ Not only will you succeed in sales,

you will succeed in life.” Mary Kay Ash

Good Luck and any questions you have feel free to ask at
info@blissplanet.com. May Our New Alliance Amplify Goodness!


